
New range encapsulates the timeless elegance of the
luxury international furnishings brand 

Christopher Guy Announces the Launch of 
The Legacy Collection Vol II

F O R  I M M E D I A T E  R E L E A S E

Global luxury furnishings brand Christopher Guy has unveiled a stunning new range of hand 

crafted pieces to complete The Legacy Collection, paying homage to the brand’s visionary 

late founder, Christopher Guy Harrison. 

The Legacy Collection Volume II (https://home.christopherguy.com/legacy-vol-2-intl) follows 

on from the extraordinary success of Volume I, and features original designs collated from the 

previously unseen archive left by its founder for the continuity of the Christopher Guy brand. 

These diverse pieces span the whole breadth of creative flair, master craftsmanship and 

timeless beauty for which the brand is renowned.

The Legacy Collection spans glamorous beds, spectacular mirrors and architectural tables, 

charming sofas, chairs, benches and ottomans, cabinets decorated with hand carved reliefs, 

and a complementary series of artworks and sparkling mosaics – and bears witness to the 

breadth of astonishing skills and knowledge of the Christopher Guy artisans, as well as to the 

inventive genius and design harmony of Christopher Guy Harrison.
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The Legacy Volume II features standout designs including: 

Egina, a striking dining table incorporating a complex Greek key design, hand carved, and 

topped with clear glass for appreciation at all angles; 

Checkers, a magnificent contemporary bed, inspired by the classic game and created by 

alternating rows of larger and smaller upholstered discs encircled in wood; 

Visconti, an occasional chair making the ultimate statement, with a graceful curved shelter 

back and ‘skirted’ curving arms; 

Orbit, a stunning mirror portraying a 3D orbit around a central star; and 

Rita, a joyful mosaic modelled on Rita Hayworth and depicting the Hollywood icon floating in 

a froth of tulle blossoms. With over 17,000 hand-cut, hand-colored and hand-placed glass 

tiles, this wall art creation is a sparkling masterpiece.

To coincide with Volume II, Christopher Guy is launching an interactive microsite that will 

incorporate the Legacy Collection pieces into various rooms, available at 

http://www.christopherguy.com/legacy/. The playful site entices viewers into the World of 

Christopher Guy and invites them to explore the new collection within a series of delightful 

settings. 

A beautiful 133-page catalogue featuring the full Legacy Collection is available in print and 

digital format. 

For more information about the Christopher Guy Legacy Collection Volume II and about the 

brand, for high res images, and for interview ad loan opportunities, please contact:   

International Enquiries

Serene Ong
Marketing & Special Projects Manager

Tel: +65 6827 5600

Email: serene@christopherguy.com
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ABOUT CHRISTOPHER GUY:

With presence in over 60 countries including showrooms throughout North America, Europe, 

Asia, and the Middle East, CG offers a fresh approach to design, transcending modern, 

traditional, and cultural boundaries. Its creations are selected by leading designers and 

retailers, from the grandest hotels and most spectacular resorts, to the world's finest 

residences. The brand's stylish appeal and often-elaborate aesthetics have led to cameo 

roles in many iconic movie productions such as Casino Royale (007), Ocean's Thirteen, The 

Hangover, The Devil Wears Prada, Charlie's Angels 2, The Interview, and in the recent 

blockbuster series of The Crown on Netflix.

Whether as statement pieces in luxurious hotels or Hollywood movie sets, Christopher Guy's 

timeless designs unsurprisingly have bestowed the brand with the title of “Creators of the 

World’s most Fabulous Lifestyles” and “Elegance with Edge.” http://www.christopherguy.com



CHECKERS

Inspired by the famous game, this stunning contemporary bed is made up 
of rows with alternating larger and smaller upholstered discs encircled in 
wood and joined together by a metal frame. A spectacular, eye-catching 
statement piece! (20-0725)

VISCONTI

This spectacular, regal occasional 
chair features an elegantly curved 
shelter back and ‘skirted’ curving 
arms, complemented by straight, 
tapering front legs. The ultimate 
statement chair! (60-0768)

RITA

With a tilt of her head and kicking her 
heels, floating in a froth of tulle blos-
soms, the diva depicted in this simply 
fabulous mosaic is modelled on the Hol-
lywood star Rita Hayworth. Made with 
over seventeen thousand hand cut, 
hand colored and hand placed tiny 
glass tiles, this is a truly exceptional 
piece of wall art to delight forever. 
(46-0726)
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EGINA

With a spectacular and complex Greek key based design, hand carved 
from solid wood in the CG ateliers by master craftsmen, this dining table 
is topped with clear glass to allow the beauty of the piece to be seen from 
all angles. (76-0572)

ORBIT

Giving the illusion of a 3D orbit 
around a central star, this extraor-
dinary hand crafted mirror is a 
masterpiece of expert carving 
expertise. (50-3164)
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